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Ron Weiner of RDM Financial Group at HighTower Honored on Recent Barron’s
and Forbes’ Top Advisor Rankings
Westport, Conn. – October 3, 2017 – RDM Financial Group at HighTower (RDM) is pleased
to announce that Ron Weiner, CFP, Managing Director and Partner, has been recognized by two
of the most highly regarded investment industry publications as a top advisor. For the eighth
time, Weiner has been included on the highly-respected Barron’s “Top 100 Independent Wealth
Advisors” ranking, which was published earlier this month. More recently, for the second year in
a row, Weiner has also been honored on Forbes’ annual “America’s Top Wealth Advisors” list.
“From inception almost 30 years ago, RDM was designed to be client-focused. Both Barron’s
and Forbes’ acknowledgement is a testament to the collaborative work we do at RDM,” Weiner
says. “Being included on such prestigious lists of top wealth advisors in the U.S. is a true
reflection of our passion, quality of work, forward thinking and singular dedication to our
clients’ financial well being. At RDM, we continually strive to deliver an unparalleled level of
personalized service and support that our clients have grown to expect.”
Each year, Barron’s reviews thousands of independent wealth advisors based on a number of
weighted factors such as assets managed, revenue produced and quality of practice.
In 2016, Forbes began reviewing thousands of advisors to publish a list of America’s Top
Wealth Advisors. A third-party research company reviews firms based on qualitative criteria
through interviews and quantitative data such as revenue trends, assets under management,
compliance records, industry experience and best practices within the industry.
“Our number one mission has always been to help our clients reach both their short and longterm financial goals,” Weiner states. “Our clients’ success is the paramount measure of our
success.”
Weiner has over 35 years of experience in the investment industry and has been sought after by
top-tier media outlets, such as CNBC, The Wall Street Journal, US News & World Report,
Investor’s Business Daily and Fox Business News.
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